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SCALAR MESON PAIRS IN NUCLEIEXPERIMENTAL RESULTS�N. Grionfor the CHAOS ollaborationIstituto Nazionale di Fisia Nuleare34127 Trieste, Italy(Reeived June 15, 2000)The �+A ! �+��A0 reations were studied on 2H, 12C, 40Ca and208Pb nulei at T�+ = 283 MeV. Pions were deteted in oinidene usingthe CHAOS spetrometer. The omposite ratio CA�� between the �+��invariant masses on nulei and on the nuleon is presented. Near the 2m�threshold pion pairs ouple to (��)I=J=0 when produed in the�+ ! �+�� reation hannel. There is a marked near-threshold enhane-ment of CA�+�� whih is onsistent with theoretial preditions addressingthe partial restoration of hiral symmetry in nulear matter. On the otherhand, nulear matter only weakly in�uenes CA�+�+ , whih displays a �atbehaviour throughout the energy range regardless of A.PACS numbers: 25.80.Hp 1. IntrodutionThe in�uene of the nulear medium on the �� interation was in-vestigated at TRIUMF using the pion indued pion-prodution reations�+A ! �+��A0 (heneforth labelled �2�). The initial study was diretedto the reations in deuterium, that is, to �+n(p)! �+��p(p) and �+p(n)!�+�+n(n), in order to understand the �2� behaviour on both a neutron anda proton through quasi-free reations. The �2� proess was then examinedon the omplex nulei 12C, 40Ca and 208Pb in order to study possible ��medium modi�ations by diret omparison of the �2� data. To ensure thevalidity of this approah, the following experimental method was applied.All the �2� data were taken under the same kinematial onditions. The� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.(2645)



2646 N. Grion�nal �+�� pairs were deteted in oinidene to ensure a reliable identi�a-tion of �2� events. Pion pairs were analysed down to 0Æ �� opening anglesto determine the �� invariant mass at the 2m� threshold. The energy of theinident pion beam, T�+ = 283 MeV, was hosen to enable the investigationof the �A! ��A0 reation in the near-threshold region.Some �2� artiles were reently published by the CHAOS ollaborationat TRIUMF. The data highlighted some properties of the in-vauum ��interation [1�3℄, as well as the in-medium modi�ations of the �� intera-tion [4�6℄. The appearane of the CHAOS results have renewed theoretialinterest, whih now bases the interpretation of the �2� and �� data on someommon features:1. The �� interation is strongly in�uened and modi�ed by the preseneof the nulear medium when the �� interation ours in the (��)I=J=0hannel, onventionally alled the �-hannel [7�10℄.2. Nulear matter a�ets the (��)I=2;J=0 interation only weakly [9,11℄.3. Models whih only inlude standard many-body orrelations, i.e. theP -wave oupling of �0s to p�h and ��h on�gurations, are able toexplain part of the observed MA�+�� yield near the 2m� threshold[7, 9, 11℄.In reent theoretial works on the (��)I=J=0 interation in nulear mat-ter [12℄, the e�ets of standard many-body orrelations have been ombinedwith those derived from the restoration of hiral symmetry in nulear matter.The resulting MA�+�� distributions regain strength near the 2m� thresholdas A (thus the average nulear density �) inreases. Suh behaviour was out-lined in some earlier theoretial works, whih demonstrated that the MA�+��enhanement near threshold is a distint onsequene of the partial restora-tion of the hiral symmetry at � < �n, the nulear saturation density [10℄.2. The experimentThe experiment was arried out at the TRIUMF Meson Faility. TheM11 pion beam line transported the 282.7 MeV positive pions to the �nalfous whih was loated at the entre of the CHAOS spetrometer. CHAOSis a magneti spetrometer whih was designed for the detetion of multi-partile events in the medium-energy range [13℄. The magneti �eld is gen-erated by a dipole whose pole tip is 66 m in diameter. There is a 12 m boreat the entre for the insertion of targets, whih were solid self-supportingplates of 12C (0.332 g/m2), 40Ca (0.180 g/m2) and 208Pb (0.604 g/m2),and a vessel for the liquid deuterium (H: 5 m, �: 5 m). Fig. 1 illustrates areonstruted �+i ! �+��p event on 12C, and shows the geometrial dispo-
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Fig. 1. Reonstruted partile trajetories in CHAOS for the �+i ! �+��p reationon 12C, the geometrial disposition of the wire hambers (WC), the �rst level triggerhardware (CFT) and the magnet return yokes in the orners.sition of the Wire Chambers (WC), the CHAOS �rst level trigger hardware(CFT), and the magnet return yokes in the orners. The CFT hardwareonsists of three adjaent ylindrial layers of fast-ounting detetors [14℄.The �rst two layers (�E1 and �E2) are NE110 plasti sintillators 0.3 mand 1.2 m thik, respetively. �E1 is 72 m from the magnet entre andspans a zenithal angle of �7Æ; thus, it de�nes the geometrial solid angleof CHAOS 
 = 1:5 sr. The third layer is a SF5 lead-glass 12.5 m thik,about 5 radiation lengths, whih is used as a Cerenkov ounter. For thepion-prodution experiment, the CHAOS momentum resolution is � 4% (�)for 130 MeV/ pions. The �eld (0.5 T) and the energy deposited by thepartiles emerging from the target in the WC's and �E1 media determinedthe CHAOS threshold, whih was 57 MeV/ for pions. The CHAOS aep-tane is irregular in the (p�; ��) plane due to the �nite segmentation of theCFT, the two missing CFT segments, and the pion deays inside CHAOS.All these soures of non-uniformity were aounted for by assigning a weightto eah � ! �� event. The weights were determined using GEANT MonteCarlo simulations, as desribed in more detail in Ref. [1℄.In the ase of pion-prodution studies, pions must be seletively sepa-rated from other reation byproduts, essentially from e; p and d, beause�A�2� is from 2 to 3 orders of magnitude lower than the ross setion of otherompeting reations, as for instane, the quasi-elasti sattering and the



2648 N. Grionpion absorption proesses. For the single harge exhange, the bakgroundarises from the �Æ !  deay followed by the  onversion  ! e+e�. Inthis ase the e+e� pair may emulate a �+�� pair. Partiles were identi�edby ombining the information provided by WC's (partile momentum andpolarity) and CFT's (pulse heights). For reations with protons (deuterons)in the �nal state, i.e. qes and abs, the partile separation was easily ahievedthrough the di�erent response funtion of�E1 and�E2 to �'s and p's (d's).However, the same method of partile separation ould not suessfully beapplied to �'s and e's for momenta exeeding 140 MeV/. Thus, Cerenkovounters were used. These ounters were apable of separating �'s from e'swith an e�ieny of about 98% for partile momenta below 210 MeV/ [14℄Fig. 11. Finally, the � to p and e disrimination turned out to be 100%when the following soft kinemati uts were applied to partile momentaand angles:� Protons whih passed the pion PH test were de�nitively rejeted byrestriting their momenta below 210 MeV/, the maximum momentumavailable to pions.� Eletron pairs, whih might emulate �+�� pairs, appeared with open-ing angles < 2Æ. Therefore a 2Æ ut was applied during the analysis.3. Models of the �2� reation and the �� interationin the nulear medium
Fig. 2. Diagrams depiting a) the P -wave oupling of pions to p�h and ��h orre-lated states and b) the S-wave oupling of � to the nulear medium.Before disussing the data and the omparison with the available modelsfor both the �2� reation and the behaviour of a �� interating system innulear matter, some details of the models are presented below.



Salar Meson Pairs in Nulei, Experimental Results 2649(1) M1: In order to understand the main features of medium modi�ationon the �� interating system [11℄, the pion-prodution reation on nuleiis modelled by means of the two leading reations: (i) one-pion exhange�+N ! �+��N , whih ontributes to both the isosalar and isotensor han-nels, and (ii) N� exitation �+N ! N� ! N(��)I=J=0. The in-vauum�� interation is aounted for by the hirally-improved Jülih model [15℄.The S-wave �� (�nal state) interation is modi�ed in the nulear mediumthrough standard renormalization of the pion progagator (see Fig. 2(a))whih determines the following: in the �+�� hannel, the isosalar �� am-plitude is strongly reshaped whih �nally provides the near-thresholdM�+��enhanement observed in the CHAOS data; in the �+�+ hannel, the nu-lear density has little e�et on the pure isotensor �� amplitude. In order tohave a realisti omparison with the CHAOS results, the model deals withFermi motion and pion absorption although using approximate approahes,and alulates the many-fold di�erential ross setions by aounting for theCHAOS aeptane.(2) M2: The e�ort in Ref. [9℄ is to model the �+A ! �+��A0 reationthrough a mirosopi desription of the elementary �N ! ��N reationand a detailed study of the prodution reation in nulei. The elementarypion-prodution reation relies on �ve Feynmann diagrams, whih have N 's,�'s and N�'s as intermediate isobars. The relative sattering amplitudesare derived from hiral lagrangian. The purely mesoni �� amplitude is al-ulated by means of the oupled-hannel Bethe�Salpeter equation. In thenulear medium, the (��)I=J=0 interation is strongly modi�ed due to theoupling of pions to p�h and ��h exitations. This results in a displae-ment of the ImT�� strength toward the 2m� threshold as the nulear densityinreases. Conversely, the nulear medium weakly a�ets the (��)I=2;J=0interation. The model inludes several nulear e�ets: Fermi motion, Paulibloking, pion absorption and quasi-elasti sattering. The �2� proess isfound to our at a mean nulear density � =0.24�n [16℄. Finally, the modelemploys a Monte Carlo tehnique to generate and propagate �2� events,thus their phase spae an easily aommodate the CHAOS aeptane.(3)M3: The work of Ref. [10℄ aims at studing the possibility of the �-mesonidenti�ation in nulear matter, where the elusive partile might be detetedas a onsequene of the partial restoration of hiral symmetry. Due to thestrong interation of � with the nulear medium, the desription of the �properties in terms of parameters like m� and �� appears inadequate, anda proper observable beomes the � spetral funtion. By using a simple butgeneral approah, [10℄ proves that in the proximity of the 2m� threshold thepartial restoration of the hiral symmetry implies that the � spetral fun-tion strength enhanes as the � total energy approahes 2m�. In order torender this general �nding more quantitative, the theory uses the SU(2) lin-



2650 N. Grionear sigma model, with the mean �eld orretion in nulear matter aountedfor only by the leading diagram skethed in Fig. 2(b).(4)M4: This work [12℄ studies the (��)I=J=0 interation in nulear matterby onstruting a mirosopi theory for both the �-meson propagator (D�)and the �� T�matries in the framework of the linear sigma model. In-medium pions are renormalized through their P -wave oupling to orrelatedp�h and ��h states (Fig. 2(a)). Bare sigmas, of the linear sigma model,are oupled to the nulear medium via the diagram skethed in Fig. 2(b).The P -wave renormalization of sigmas leads to a downward shifts of the �mass, whih ultimately produes a strong enhanement of the �-meson massdistribution (i.e. ImD�) around the 2m� threshold. This enhanement isfurther inreased by a fator of 2 to 3 by the S-wave renormalization ofthe bare �-meson mass (i.e. by the partial restoration of hiral symmetry),whih presents a similar behavior near the 2m� threshold.4. Results of the � ! �� reation in nuleiA general property of the �2� proess on nulei in the low-energy M��regime was outlined by previous experimental works: it is a quasi-free pro-ess both when it ours on deuterium [17℄ and on omplex nulei [5℄. Fur-thermore, a ommon reation mehanism underlies the proess whether it o-urs on a nuleon or a nuleus [6℄. Thus the study of the �+ 2H ! �+��NNreation is dynamially equivalent to studying the elementary �+n! �+��pand �+p! �+�+n reations separately.4.1. The �� invariant massFig. 3 shows the single di�erential ross setions (diamonds) as a fun-tion of the �� invariant mass (M��, MeV) for the two reation hannels�+ ! �+�� and �+ ! �+�+ . Horizontal error bars are not indiated sinethey lie within symbols. The �A ! ��N [A � 1℄ phase spae simulations(dotted histograms) are also shown, and are normalized to the same areaas the experimental distributions. Regardless of the nulear mass number,the invariant mass distributions for the �+ ! �+�+ hannel losely followphase spae, and the energy maximum inreases with inreasing A, thatis, with inreasing nulear Fermi momentum. The �+ ! �+�� hanneldisplays a di�erent behaviour. Compared to phase spae, the 2H invariantmass displays little strength from 2m� to 310 MeV, while, in the same en-ergy interval, the 12C, 40Ca and 208Pb �+�� invariant mass distributionsinreasingly peak as A inreases. In order to explain the nature of the rea-tion mehanism ontributing to the peak struture, it was useful to examineos�CM�� distributions (not shown) for those events with invariant masses2m� � M�+�� � 310 MeV. A partial wave expansion limited to the three
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Fig. 3. Invariant mass distributions (diamonds) for the �+ ! �+�� and �+ !�+�+ reations on 2H, 12C, 40Ca and 208Pb. The shaded regions represent the re-sults of phase-spae simulations for the pion-prodution reation �A!��N [A � 1℄.lowest waves, i.e. S; P and D was used to best-�t the �CM�� distributions.For all the nulei studied �2� � 1 whih indiates that a proper number ofwaves was used in the expansion. In the ase of heavier nulei, the �+��system predominantly ouples in S-wave � 95% (or ` = 0) and a remaining5% is spent in a D-wave (` = 2) state. Furthermore, within the sensitivityof the �2�-method, any P -wave (` = 1) oupling of the two pions is exluded.The results of two reent theoretial works,M1 [11℄ andM2 [9℄, whihhave modelled the �2� reation on nulei, are reported in Fig. 4. The (shortand long) dashed lines denote theM1 alulations while theM2 preditionsare shown as full lines. In the ase of Ca, R1 (R2) indiates theM1 predi-tions for �=0.7�n (�=0.5�n), while V 1 is the result of the M2 alulationsfor a mean �=0.24�n. For the purpose of the present disussion, the urves in



2652 N. GrionFig. 4 are normalized to the experimental data. For the �+ ! �+�+ han-nel, the R1 and R2 distributions di�er slightly from eah other. The R1distribution is broader, due to the larger nulear Fermi momentum, whihis a onsequene of the higher nulear density used [11℄. The lower � usedfor R1 seems to desribe the measured distribution better. This trend isalso supported by V 1 whose M2 preditions agree well with the invariantmass distributions. Therefore, bothM1 andM2 indiate that the averagenulear density of 40Ca for whih the prodution reation takes plae an-not exeed 0.5�n. In the �+ ! �+�� hannel the distribution preditedby M2 for 2H is able to desribe the data, thus plaing the onstrutionof nulear medium e�ets on reliable grounds. The M2 approah to 40Cainludes Fermi motion, pion absorption, pion quasi-elasti sattering, and(��)I=J=0 medium modi�ations. Nevertheless, the model is unable to re-produe the observedM�� strength in the near threshold region. An inreaseof � from 0.24�n to 0.5�n and to 0.7�n is unlikely to improve the agreementwith the experimental ross setion, see also Fig. 9 of Ref. [9℄. In the aseofM1, the R2 predition (0.5�n) seems to reprodue the M�� distributionbetter, although some of the near-threshold yield already omes from the�+ 2H ! �+��pp prodution. The model, in fat, overestimates the ross

Fig. 4. Invariant mass distributions (diamonds) for the �+ ! �+�� and �+ !�+�+ reations on 2H and 40Ca. The dashed urves are taken from Ref. [11℄ andthe model is explained in M1, R1 and R2 are the results for 0.7�n and 0.5�n,respetively. The full urves (V 1) are from the theoretial work of Ref. [9℄ M2with a mean � = 0:24�n. The urves are normalized to the experimental data.



Salar Meson Pairs in Nulei, Experimental Results 2653setion at low invariant masses whose amount is shown in Fig. 4. The R1solution (0.7�n) provides the orret M�� near-threshold intensity but doesnot desribe the remaining part of the distribution very well. Therefore, V 1,R1 and R2 suggest that the missingM�+�� strength near the 2m� thresholdshould be searhed for in a stronger �-dependene of the (��)I=J=0 inter-ation, rather than by requiring the pion-prodution proess to our in anunlikely high-density nulear environment.4.2. The CA�� ratioIn this paragraph the observable CA�� is presented in omparison with re-ent theoretial preditions. CA�� is de�ned as the omposite ratio MA���AT =MN���NT ,where �AT (�NT ) is the measured total ross setion of the �2� proess in nu-lei (nuleon). This observable has the property of yielding the net e�etof nulear matter on the (��)I=J=0 interating system regardless of the�2� reation mehanism used to produe the pion pair [6℄. Therefore, CA��an be ompared not only with the M1 and M2 preditions whih expli-itly alulate both MCa�� and M 2H�� , but also with the theories desribed inM3 and M4 beause they alulate the mass distribution of an interat-ing (��)I=J=0 system (i.e. ImD�) both in vauum and in nulear matter.Sine the alulations are reported either in arbitrary units [9,11℄ or in unitswhih are omplex to sale [10, 12℄, theoretial preditions are normalizedto the experimental distributions at M�� = 350 � 10 MeV, where the CA��distribution is �at.

Fig. 5. The omposite ratios CA�� for 12C, 40Ca and 208Pb. The urves are taken from [9℄(full) and the model is desribed inM2, [10℄ (dash-dotted)M3, [11℄ (dotted)M1 and [12℄(dashed)M4. Further details are reported in the text.



2654 N. GrionFor both reation hannels, the full [9℄ and dotted [11℄ urves in Fig. 5are obtained by simply dividing MCa�� / M 2H�� . It is worthwhile realling thatfor [11℄ the option � = 0:5�n is used while for [9℄ � = 0:24�n. Furthermore,for both approahes the underlying medium e�et is the P -wave oupling of�'s to p�h and ��h on�gurations, whih aounts for the near-thresholdenhanement. When applied to the CCa��, bothM1 andM2 predit the sameresult, whih desribes the behaviour of CCa++ fairly well throughout most oftheM�� energy range, but only reprodues a small part of the near-thresholdstrength for CCa+�. M3 [10℄ andM4 [12℄ examine the medium modi�ationson the salar-isosalar meson, the �-meson. Nulear matter is assumed topartially restore hiral symmetry, and onsequently m� is assumed to varywith �. The variation is parametrised as 1� p(�=�n), where is p = 0:2 and� = �n. The hoie �=�n may result appropriate for 208Pb but it is not formedium (i.e. 40Ca) and light (i.e. 12C) nulei. In Fig. 5 the preditionsof M3 and M4 are shown as the dash-dotted urves and dashed urves,respetively. M4 predits a larger near-threshold strength, whih is due tothe ombined ontributions of the in-medium P -wave oupling of pions to p�h and ��h on�gurations, and to the partial restoration of hiral symmetryin nulear matter. These two models, however, are still too shemati for aonlusive omparison to the present data, and full theoretial alulationsare alled for. 5. Existing �2� resultsNovel �2� results [18℄ were reently presented by the Crystal Ball (CB)Collaboration at the AGS. The ��A ! �Æ�ÆA0 prodution reation wasstudied on H, 12C, 27Al and 64Cu at T�� = 291:6 and 623.3 MeV. The�gures presented in Ref. [18℄, however, are only for the results obtained at thehigher energy. The MA�Æ�Æ=MC�Æ�Æ ratio in Ref. [18℄ has marked similaritiesto the observable CA�+�� . Namely, the two ratios are �at at around 400 MeVinvariant mass but inrease asM�� approahes the 2m� threshold, and, nearthreshold, both ratios inrease as A inreases. Unlike the CHAOS data, theinvariant mass distributions in [18℄ show no evidene of a peak at the 2m�threshold. However, the CB and CHAOS spetra do share relevant features:they both have meager M�� strength near threshold for H (2H for CHAOS),and show a dramati inrease of strength with inreasing A.



Salar Meson Pairs in Nulei, Experimental Results 26556. ConlusionsIn this artile the results of an exlusive measurement of the �+A !�+��A0 reations on 2H, 12C, 40Ca, and 208Pb, at an inident pion energyT�+ = 283 MeV, were presented. The primary interest was direted to thestudy of the ��-dynamis in nulear matter.CA�� was found to yield the net e�et of nulear matter on the �� systemregardless of the �2� reation mehanism used to produe the pion pair.These distributions display a marked dependene on the harge state of the�nal pions. The CA�+�� distributions peak at 2m� and their yield inreasesas A inreases, thus indiating that pion pairs form a strongly interatingsystem. Furthermore, the �� system ouples to I = J = 0, the �-mesonhannel. In the �+ ! �+�+ hannel, the CA�� distributions show littledependene on either A or T , thus indiating that nulear matter only weaklya�ets the (��)I;J=2;0 interation. The CA�+�� observable was ompared withtheories whih inluded the (��)I=J=0 in-medium modi�ations assoiatedwith the partial restoration of hiral symmetry in nulear matter, and withmodel alulations whih only inluded standard many-body orrelations,i.e. the P -wave oupling of �0s to p�h and ��h on�gurations. It was foundthat both mehanisms are neessary to interpret the data.Monte Carlo simulations of the �+A ! �+��N [A � 1℄ reation phasespae proved useful in the interpretation of some of the �2� data. In thease of M�+�+ , the distribution of �+�+ pairs follows phase spae. Forthe M�+�� distributions, the �� dynamis overwhelms the dipion kinemat-is. Unlike the phase spae simulations, the near-threshold �+�� yield issuppressed in the elementary prodution reation, �+ 2H ! �+��pp inthe present work, while, in the same energy range, medium modi�ationsstrongly enhane M�+�� . Any interpretation of the shape of the MA�+�� (orCA�+��) distributions should ombine the e�ets of the restoration of hiralsymmetry in nulear matter, and standard many-body orrelations. Suh anapproah would not require a high-density nulear medium to obtain strong�� medium modi�ation in the proximity of the 2m� threshold. The resultsof the present measurement were ompared with results from the CrystalBall Collaboration at the BNL, whih are the only relevant ones available.The exlusive �2� CB measurement independently on�rms that the nulearmedium strongly in�uenes the �� interation in the I = J = 0 hannel.REFERENCES[1℄ F. Bonutti et al., Nul. Phys. A638, 729 (1998).[2℄ M. Kermani et al., Phys. Rev. C58, 3419 (1998).
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